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I. INTRODUCTION
 

 
Copyright is the legal expression of our society’s notion of the ideal, or 

at least sufficiently balanced, relationship between owners and consumers. 
Several elements of this model rest upon a presumption of physicality. The 
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act1 (CFAA) could have more control than the 
Copyright Act over interaction between consumers and owners as media 
moves to the cloud. This paper will explore the potential copyright 
implications of shifting regulatory focus from usage of content to the 
accessing of content. 

Part II will begin by providing a basic background of the CFAA and 
cloud computing. Part III will examine criminal applications of the CFAA. 
Part IV will do the same for some of the Act’s civil applications. Part V will 
briefly explore state counterparts to the CFAA. Part VI will explore the 
definition of “unauthorized.” Part VII will explore the changing media 
landscape. Part VIII will explore some of the fundamental contours of 
copyright that could be reshaped as media moves to the cloud and the CFAA 
becomes a primary tool of content owners. Part IX will explore pending 
legislation to modify the CFAA. Part X will offer an analysis of the 
preceding data. Part XI will give a brief conclusion. 

 
II. BACKGROUND 

 
As the computer’s footprint on our society increased, so too did its 

footprint on our laws. The emergence of the computer created a new venue in 
which traditional criminal and civil wrongs occur. While many of these 
harms merely represented a new way to do an old wrong (and thus were 
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capable of redress under the existing law), some of them did not. Before the 
CFAA, computer and computer network owners had limited avenues for 
redress of perceived computer related wrongs. These pre-CFAA claims are 
worthy of exploration for two reasons. First, they provide a useful 
understanding of the context in which the CFAA was developed. Secondly, 
the CFAA has not supplanted many of the pre-CFAA claims,2 and thus it is 
important to understand where the CFAA fits within the computer owner’s 
legal toolkit.3 

 
A. Pre-CFAA Regulation of Computer Crimes 

 
One of the most rudimentary methods of dealing with early computer 

crimes was using the common law tort of trespass to chattels. Trespass to 
chattel is a “rudimentary” claim compared to the CFAA because the heart of 
the claim rests on a claim of interference with the owner’s interest in the 
computer in question. Certainly, many misuses of computers significantly 
interfered with the owner’s property interests in the targeted computer. A 
perfect example would be a virus that wiped out a user’s data on the 
computer. Such interference with another’s use of her computer cleanly fits 
within the physical-world construct of harm embodied by trespass to chattels. 
However, another species of computer misuse and corresponding harm does 
not fit as neatly into the physical orientation of trespass to chattel. A common 
example is the unauthorized viewing of sensitive information. 

Certainly, if the viewer published or used the unauthorized information, 
the owner may have copyright or trade secret redress, respectively.4 
However, the mere unauthorized viewing, via a computer, itself would not 
amount to a trespass to chattel. This is so even if the consequences of the 
mere viewing significantly retarded, or even obliterated, the effective value 
or use of the information to the owner whose computer was accessed. Merely 
protecting the degradation to the owner’s system did not provide the 
protection the system owner truly sought, which was protection of the data 
on the system. 

Other pre-CFAA claims available to computer owners were contract 
based claims. Obviously, their utility was limited on two fronts. First, there 
needed to be a contractually defined relationship between the owner and 

                                                   
2 See Patricia L. Bellia, Defending Cyberproperty, 79 N.Y.U.L. REV. 2164, 2174 (2004). 
3 It should be noted that although laws like the Stored Communications Act (18 U.S.C.S. § 
2701), Digital Millennium Copyright Act (17 U.S.C.S. § 1201), and Access Device Fraud (18 
U.S.C.S. § 1029) could also have interesting implications, they are beyond the scope of this 
paper due to length considerations. 
4 Thomas G. Field, Crimes Involving Intangible Property, 11 U.N.H. L. REV. 171, 171-172 
(2013). 
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accessing party regarding how the computer in question would be accessed. 
Such contractually defined relationships are more commonplace today than 
they were in the pre-CFAA era. Secondly, they required the computer owner 
to think about and contractually define the parameters of access. This is also 
much more common today than in the pre-CFAA era when even many larger 
scale computer owners were oblivious to protecting the interests. 

Over the course of pre-CFAA era, networked computing became a more 
integral part of business and institutional computing. This meant that those 
seeking unauthorized access to computers had a wide and more lucrative 
avenue for entering into others’ systems. Skilled hackers could now 
potentially gain unauthorized access to the computers of entire organizations. 
This posed a far more serious threat and warranted a more serious criminal 
response in some instances. Wire Fraud5 seemed to provide an appealing 
prosecutorial tool to address this problem. Yet the statutorily required 
“defrauding” element limited its applicability of the claim. After all, merely 
finding and exploiting a security loophole to gain unauthorized entry into a 
network does not inherently require the hacker to “defraud” anyone. Finally, 
it is worth noting two laws that do not predate the CFAA, but do exist in 
close proximity to it. 

First is the National Stolen Property Act6 which has been used to 
prosecute those who transport the fruits of their unauthorized access across 
state lines. The Aleynikov case7 of the Goldman Sachs programmer is a 
perfect example of this fact pattern. There the prosecutor sought to use the 
NSPA in what was essentially a trade secrets issue involving a programmer 
who stole a trading algorithm. The Second Circuit’s opinion in the 
defendant’s appeal is a good summation of why the NSPA was not intended 
to cover the fruits of hacking that are transported interstate via physical 
media.8 

Simply put, such an application is too far afield from what Congress 
intended the NSPA to cover. It should be noted, though, that in Agrawal,9 the 
Second Circuit recently affirmed a conviction in which the basis for the 
NSPA conviction was the defendant’s printing and physical transporting of 
computer code. This seems inconsistent with Aleynikov. Further, the 
Supreme Court has said that the NSPA does not apply to the tangible 
component of intellectual property theft.10 

  

                                                   
5 See 18 U.S.C.S. § 1343 (LexisNexis 2011). 
6 18 U.S.C.S. § 2314 (LexisNexis 2008). 
7 United States v. Aleynikov, 676 F.3d 71 (2d Cir. 2012). 
8 Id.  
9 United States v. Agrawal, 726 F.3d 235 (2d Cir. 2013).  
10 Dowling v. United States, 473 U.S. 207 (1985). 
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B. Computer Fraud and Abuse Act Basics 
 

Before the CFAA, there was no single legal tool that provided computer 
owners with redress for all of the different permutations of computer misuse. 
Some states had already taken action, with Florida passing the first sui 
generis computer crime statute in 1978.11 But the need for a federal statute 
was apparent due to the emerging network applications for computers and the 
impact on interstate commerce. It was not long before Congress attempted to 
fix the problem of computer misuse. 

In 1984, Congress passed the first version of what we today know as the 
CFAA. However, unlike today’s broad law, the 1984 law was far more 
limited in its reach, covering only three situations. First, it had a national 
security component, which made unauthorized access of sensitive 
government information a felony.12 Secondly, the law made it a misdemeanor 
to gain unauthorized access to financial records.13 Finally, the law made it a 
misdemeanor to interfere with a government related computer.14 

One could argue that Congress acted with appropriate discretion. Others 
could argue that Congress failed to grasp the gravity of the issue. Some 
surmise that the 1984 law was passed in large part as a response to a recently 
released hacking.15 Regardless, many criticized the 1984 Act.16 One of the 
main criticisms was that the law was too cumbersome to use, and this is 
supported by the fact that there were few prosecutions under the original 
law.17 

In 1986, the law saw its first major overhaul. One of the critical 
elements of the 1986 reforms was the addition of key definitions.18 Congress 
also added several provisions that make up key components of the law 
today.19 Most importantly, Congress added the provision that prohibited the 
destruction or alteration of information on a protected computer.20 This 
modification helped turn the CFAA into a modern, data oriented statute. The 
next major amendments to the CFAA would come in 1996 and 2008, when 

                                                   
11 Orin S. Kerr, Cybercrime’s Scope: Interpreting “Access” and “Authorization” in Computer 
Misuse Statutes, 78 N.Y.U.L. REV. 1596, 1615-1616 (2003). 
12 Frank P. Andreano, The Evolution of Federal Computer Crime Policy: The Ad Hoc 
Approach to an Ever-Changing Problem, 27 AM. J. CRIM. L. 81, 85 (1999). 
13 Id. 
14 Id. 
15 Andrea M. Matwyshyn, The Law of the Zebra, 28 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 155, 184-185 
(2013). 
16 See Andreano, supra note 12, at 85-86.  
17 Id. 
18 Id. at 86. 
19 Id. at 87. 
20 Id.  
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the definition of what constituted “a protected computer” was expanded.21 
Interestingly, civil component of the CFAA was added in the 1994 
amendments,22 prior to both the widespread use of the Internet and the 
expanded “protected computer” definition. 

The CFAA today consists of several parts. Section (a) provides the 
substantive provisions of the statute – articulating different varieties of 
prohibited activities. The first subsection within (a) deals with different 
national security permutations of computer misuse.23 Subsection 2 addresses 
unauthorized access to obtain information.24 Subsection 3 addresses more 
general unauthorized access to government computers beyond the national 
security aspects covered in subsection 1.25 Subsection 4 prohibits 
unauthorized access of a protected network to cause damage or defraud or 
obtain a gain in excess of $5000.26 Subsection (5) is intended to deal with 
unauthorized activities on a computer associated with hacking.27 Subsection 
6 addresses trafficking in passwords.28 Finally, subsection 7 addresses 
computer based extortion. The remaining provisions deal with the application 
aspects of the law, such as punishment, jurisdiction, definitions, and so on. 
Importantly, section (g) details when a civil cause of action exists.29 

The potential sweep of the CFAA has grown considerably since its 
passage in 1984. The expansion of the Internet had the effect of placing 
virtually any connected computer within the CFAA’s reach as a “protected 
computer.” One could think of the rise of the CFAA as happening in two 
distinct waves. The first wave was brought about by the expansion of the 
Internet. That era could be characterized best by distinct lines in the sand. 
The Internet had limited functionality. Because of the relatively simplistic 
nature of networked computing and lax attitudes (or ignorance) of computer 
owners, the CFAA generally loomed over only those whom it was intended 
to loom over: hackers. 

Today, the CFAA is undergoing its second round of expansion. This 
expansion is fueled by the increase of cloud computing. At its most 
simplistic, cloud computing is the use of Internet based services to perform a 
task that would otherwise be performed by one’s own computer offline. For 

                                                   
21 Stephanie Greene & Christine Neylon O'Brien, Exceeding Authorized Access in the 
Workplace: Prosecuting Disloyal Conduct Under the Computer Fraud, 50 AM. BUS. L.J. 281, 
289-290 (2013). 
22 Id. 
23 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(a)(1) (LexisNexis 2011). 
24 Id. at § 1030(a)(2). 
25 Id. at § 1030(a)(3). 
26 Id. at § 1030(a)(4). 
27 Id. at § 1030(a)(5). 
28 Id. at § 1030(a)(6). 
29 Id. 
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example, the traditional way to watch a movie on one’s computer would be 
to use a DVD, while a cloud based way to do this would be to watch a movie 
via an Internet streaming service such as Netflix. 

In the later instance, the movie is stored on Netflix’s array of networked 
computers and is transmitted over the Internet to the user’s computer which 
then plays it. Increasingly, many computer uses involve some kind of 
Internet based accessibility, such as described in the example above. This 
trend will continue to increase, especially in the realm of media consumption. 
This trend means that the CFAA only will become more prominent in the 
legal landscape in the coming years. 

 
III. CRIMINAL APPLICATIONS OF THE COMPUTER FRAUD AND 

ABUSE ACT 
 

The CFAA targets a wide variety of criminals, from those involved with 
international espionage at the highest levels to lowly teenage hackers and 
perhaps unsuspecting office workers. From a criminal standpoint, the CFAA 
is several statutes rolled into one. While there is a wide range of 
prosecutorial targets with the CFAA, there are some common elements that 
many of the cases share, depending on the archetypal situation they fit 
within. Damage requirements are one of the key variances. 

 
A. Espionage and Government Computers 

 
The CFAA devotes several sections to dealing with unauthorized access 

to government computers. The first provision, 18 USCS § 1030(a)(1), deals 
with protecting state secrets.30 The mens rea of this subsection is unique in 
that the only requirements are that the access be knowing, the action 
performed on the information is willing, and that the accessing party has 
reason to believe that the accessed information could be harmful to the 
United States or beneficial to a foreign government if transmitted or 
interfered with by the accessing party.31 This provision carries the most 
stringent criminal penalties under the CFAA: up to 10 years in prison for a 
first offense and up to 20 years in prison with priors.32 The second provision 
dealing with government computers has a much broader scope. 18 USCS § 
1030(a)(3) covers any intentional and unauthorized accessing of any 

                                                   
30 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(a)(1) (LexisNexis 2011). 
31 Id. 
32 Id. at § 1030(a)(c).  
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government computer.33 Unlike the information requirement of subsection 
(a)(1), subsection (a)(3) requires only mere unauthorized accessing of the 
government computer itself, and thus allows for more prosecutorial 
flexibility. 

A recent case from the Eleventh Circuit highlights the degree of 
protection government computers receive. In one case, the defendant was a 
Social Security Administration employee who used his work computer and 
database access to view personal data not related to his job duties.34 He was 
charged with violating 18 USCS § 1030(a)(2)(B) which prohibits 
intentionally accessing or exceeding authorized access to obtain information 
from any department or agency of the United States. The Eleventh Circuit 
upheld his conviction for which he received a year jail sentence. 

The Rodriguez case shows how extensively government information is 
protected under the CFAA. The defendant did not alter or destroy or sell the 
information he viewed. He merely exceeded his access authorization. This 
happened when he viewed, for non-work purposes, information he had 
access to. Some might argue that defendants like these should not be subject 
to criminal statutes. 

 
B. “Traditional Hacking” 

 
Another set of provisions in the CFAA targets “traditional hacking.” 

While in one sense all provisions deal with “hacking” – that is to say, 
unauthorized use of another’s computer — certain provisions have much 
broader applications that might catch people who do not think of themselves 
as hackers or their activities as hacking. The most direct regulation of 
“traditional hacking,” 18 USCS § 1030(a)(5), deals with unauthorized access 
for purposes of uploading malicious code or causing damage. 

One of the early CFAA cases brought under the 1986 version of the Act 
involved this sort of “traditional” hacking.35 It involved a computer science 
Ph.D. student at Cornell who authored a malicious software program for the 
purposes of exposing security flaws.36 The virus was released on the Internet 
where it subsequently caused harm to several institutional computers.37 The 
defendant was convicted of CFAA violations. The defendant appealed his 
conviction on the grounds that while he did intend for the virus to be 

                                                   
33 The statute goes on to differentiate between nonpublic government computers that are 
exclusively used by the government, and those computers that are not exclusively used by the 
government. 
34 United States v. Rodriguez, 628 F.3d 1258 (11th Cir. 2010). 
35 See United States v. Morris, 928 F.2d 504 (2d Cir. 1991). 
36 Frank P. Andreano, supra note 12, at 89-90.  
37 Id. 
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uploaded, he did not intend for it to cause any damage.38 The Second Circuit 
rejected this limited intent argument.39 

This case demonstrates the CFAA’s application to its original target, 
traditional hackers. Morris also highlights an interesting aspect of the 
CFAA’s intent requirements. The defendant intended for some computers to 
be accessed without authorization and harmed by his worm, but he did not 
necessarily know which computers would be affected. This is because the 
virus would spread in a manner that the defendant could not predict. Yet all 
that mattered was that an unauthorized access occurred and malicious code 
was uploaded, and that this happened as a knowing result of the defendant’s 
actions. The fact that the defendant could not know which computers would 
be accessed was immaterial, as was his assertion that there was no intent to 
harm. This provision of the CFAA provides those misusing computers very 
little room for argument once ensnared. 

 
C. Password Trafficking 

 
Similarly, 18 USCS § 1030(a)(6)’s password trafficking provision 

covers a traditional hacking activity. But the provision could also affect 
people sharing a subscription to an online service.40 Again, the Act generally 
provides computer owners with broad protection. The only additional 
limiting factor is the requirement that the trafficking be “with the intent to 
defraud.”41 However, this intent should be easy to prove since any sharer or 
thief of passwords is, by definition, gaining fraudulent access. 

 
D. Criminal Trade Secrets 

 
Another common application of the CFAA is in a trade secret setting. 

This criminal application of the CFAA is possible due the expansion of the 
CFAA’s protected computer definition which now includes virtually any 
computer connected to the Internet. The CFAA also has become the de facto 
substitute for the lack of a federal trade secrets law. It is also popular because 
of the statute’s minimum requirements to bring a case.42 All the government 
needs to prove for 18 USCS § 1030(a)(2)(B) violation is that the computer in 
question is covered by the CFAA, that there was an intentional access, and 

                                                   
38 Id. 
39 Id. 
40 Since the applicability of the subsection requires only that the act “affects interstate 
commerce.” 
41 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(a)(6) (LexisNexis 2011). 
42 See generally Greene & O'Brien, supra note 21.  
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that the unauthorized access of that computer let the accessing party obtain 
information. 

 
E. Computer Misuse 

 
Perhaps the most interesting criminal application of the CFAA is what 

could be characterized as “website misuse.” The generalized fact pattern is 
this: a user signs up for a web based service, agrees to the terms of use 
(which she most likely has not read), and proceeds to use the website in some 
way that offends the website owner or draws the ire of the local assistant 
United States attorney. The CFAA is implicated because when the user 
misuses the website, she is accessing the website owner’s computers in 
excess of her authorization.43 

This scenario played out in the MySpace cyber-bullying case where an 
adult created a “fake” profile and used it to harass a teenage girl. Although 
the trial court judge dismissed the charges, the opinion did not answer the 
question whether merely violating the terms of service on a website was 
itself sufficient for prosecution under the CFAA.44 Courts have had little 
trouble finding civil liability for terms violations, but criminal liability like 
the MySpace case remain an important open question. 

 
F. Summary of Criminal Applications of CFAA 

 
As the above overview shows, the CFAA has a criminal application in 

many different settings. Unlike many federal statutes, which have a particular 
criminal archetype in mind, the CFAA can reasonably be used widely. Many 
of the fact patterns outlined above present scenarios in which the CFAA was 
the only federal claim that could be brought against the defendants. This fact, 
and the CFAA’s low requirements for criminal liability, seem to ensure that 
the CFAA will be used more in the future. 

 
IV. CIVIL APPLICATIONS OF THE COMPUTER FRAUD AND ABUSE ACT 

 
Subsection (g) of the CFAA provides for a civil remedy for victims of 

CFAA violations. This addition created a new dynamic for computer owners 
and unauthorized users. This section will explore some of the civil 
applications of the CFAA. 

                                                   
43 E.g., the terms of use agreement required and clicked at sign-up. 
44 Kristopher Accardi, Is Violating an Internet Service Provider's Terms of Service an 
Example of Computer Fraud and Abuse?: An Analytical Look at the Computer Fraud and 
Abuse Act, Lori Drew's Conviction and Cyberbullying, 37 W. ST. U. L. REV. 67 (2009). 
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A. Requirements to Bring a Civil CFAA Case 
 

Subsection (g) states: “Any person who suffers damage or loss by 
reason of a violation of this section may maintain a civil action against the 
violator to obtain compensatory damages and injunctive relief or other 
equitable relief.”45 However, unlike the criminal provisions of the CFAA, the 
availability of a civil remedy is more limited. Subsection (g)46 provides that a 
civil remedy is available only when one of the conditions listed in 
(c)(4)(A)(i)47 is met. Of the civil requirements listed, (c)(4)(A)(i)(I)’s 
requirement of an aggregated loss of $5,000 in a one year period48 is the 
prime avenue for civil cases. However, the statute further limits the 
availability of civil relief in such circumstances by further stating: 
“[d]amages for a violation involving only conduct described in subsection 
(c)(4)(A)(i)(I) are limited to economic damages.”49 Also, there is a two year 
statute of limitations.50 

The CFAA provides definitions for “loss”51 and “damage.”52 
Unfortunately, it does not define “economic damages.” Two issues have 
arisen as courts have worked through these requirements. The first deals 
what is sufficient to bring a civil case. Generally, the plaintiff must focus on 
the propriety of the loss actually relating to the computer misuse, not the 
economic damages or losses suffered as a result.53 

                                                   
45 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(g) (LexisNexis 2011). 
46 Id. (“A civil action for a violation of this section may be brought only if the conduct 
involves 1 of the factors set forth in subclauses [subclause] (I), (II), (III), (IV), or (V) of 
subsection (c)(4)(A)(i).”). 
47 Id. at § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i) lists: 
(“(I) loss to 1 or more persons during any 1-year period…aggregating at least $ 5,000 in value; 
(II) the modification or impairment, or potential modification or impairment, of the medical 
examination, diagnosis, treatment, or care of 1 or more individuals; 
(III) physical injury to any person; 
(IV) a threat to public health or safety; 
(V) damage affecting a computer used by or for an entity of the United States Government in 
furtherance of the administration of justice, national defense, or national security;…”.). 
48 Id. at § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(I)). 
49 Id. at § 1030(g). 
50 Id. 
51 Id. at § 1030(e)(11) (stating: “the term [‘]loss[‘] means any reasonable cost to any victim, 
including the cost of responding to an offense, conducting a damage assessment, and restoring 
the data, program, system, or information to its condition prior to the offense, and any revenue 
lost, cost incurred, or other consequential damages incurred because of interruption of 
service.”).  
52 Id. at § 1030(e)(9) (stating: “the term [‘]damage[‘] means any impairment to the integrity or 
availability of data, a program, a system, or information.”).  
53 E.g., Global Policy Ptnrs, L.L.C. v. Yessin, 686 F. Supp. 2d 642, 651 (E.D. Va. 2010) 
(Holding that time spent fixing e-mail was not enough of a loss, even though alleged economic 
losses were in millions.). See also, Shawn E. Tuma, What Does CFAA Mean and Why Should 
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Additionally, some courts have held that a plaintiff must plead “loss” 
and “damage” to bring a case.54 A full exploration of this issue is beyond the 
scope of this paper. However, these damages thresholds give plaintiffs wide 
latitude in controlling their ability to get into court. For “loss,” plaintiffs are 
bound only by the ex post facto determination of reasonableness of their 
response to the violation. As for “damage,” pleading “impairment of integrity 
or availability” can be a flexible standard. The recovery of economic 
damages can also be flexible, with courts acting in a “results oriented 
manner[.]”55 

There are other non-loss based ways to bring a civil CFAA case. The 
first of these is in section (c)(4)(A)(i)(II) which commands that a civil action 
can be brought when the unauthorized access interferers (or could) with 
medical activities.56 If the unauthorized access results in the physical injury 
to any person or a threat to public safety, a civil action will also be 
available.57 Finally, if the computer in question is related to federal law 
enforcement or national security, the victim has a civil claim.58 

 
B. Civil Trade Secrets 

 
Civil CFAA cases fall into two broad categories. The first and most 

prominent is trade secrets. Within the archetype are two subspecies: the 
employee-employer variety, and the corporate espionage variety. The former 
has been a key driver of the definition of “unauthorized.” Since there is no 
federal trade secrets law, the CFAA has become a convenient proxy for trade 
secrets claims. The one aspect of the statute that the plaintiff-employer must 
be aware of is the pleading requirement of at least $5,000 in “losses.” Thus, 
the mere loss of the secret may not be enough to bring a CFAA, even if the 
trade secret in question is quite valuable.59 A survey of cases shows the 
“damages versus loss” aspect of the law is in flux.60 

                                                                                                                        
I Care?" - A Primer on the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act for Civil Litigators, 63 S.C. L. 
REV. 141 (2011). 
54 See generally, Matwyshyn, supra note 15, (in footnote 114, noting the circuit split on this 
issue). 
55 Kerr, supra note 11. 
56 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(II) (LexisNexis 2011). 
57 Id. at § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(III)-(IV).  
58 Id. at § 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(V). 
59 Tuma, supra note 53.  
60 See generally, Global Policy Ptnrs, L.L.C. v. Yessin, supra note 53, at 653 (Holding that 
loss of prospective business was not sufficient for CFAA damages loss requirement.); 
CustomGuide v. CareerBuilder, L.L.C., 813 F. Supp. 2d 990, 998 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (Holding 
that lost sales were not sufficient for website’s CFAA claim because they were not connected 
to an interruption of service.); Frees, Inc. v. McMillian, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 57211, at *7, 
*26 (W.D. La. 2007) (Holding that hiring an expert could be counted towards loss 
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C. Misuse of Computers and Networks 
 

The other archetypal civil CFAA case is generalized misuse. This kind 
of case often can arise from misuse of a website by a user.61 Contract based 
claims stemming from the terms of service can also be present in these cases. 
Unlike the trade secret cases, where the plaintiff-computer owner often 
comes across as overreaching, these cases often present the plaintiff-
computer owner as a true victim of an exploitative or free-riding defendant. 
Consequently, courts have been more willing to hear these types of civil 
cases than the trade secret variety. This discrepancy speaks to the outcome-
oriented nature of courts when analyzing various aspects of the CFAA.62 

 
D. Summary of Civil Application of CFAA 

 
Like the criminal application of the CFAA, the civil side has many 

applications. Unlike the criminal applications, there is essentially only one 
avenue for the plaintiff-computer owner to get into the courthouse, and this is 
by pleading $5,000 worth of loss directly stemming from the unauthorized 
access. However, different courts have different perspectives on how 
attenuated and “reasonable” a loss can be in order to count towards the 
CFAA requirements. Nonetheless, the 1994 addition of a civil remedy 
significantly increased the utility of the CFAA to computer owners. 

 
V. STATE LAWS 

 
A. Introduction 

 
The primary focus of this paper is the federal CFAA and its potential 

interactions with copyright. However, the paper would be remiss if it did not 
address the counterparts that exist in all states.63 While a deep exploration of 
individual state statutes is beyond the scope of the paper, there are several 
reasons why it is useful to explore a small sample of state applications. First, 
while most state statutes share the same premise as the CFAA, there appears 
to be no uniform or model legislation in whose image the state and federal 
laws were crafted. Indeed, some state statutes pre-date the CFAA.64 Thus, 

                                                                                                                        
requirement.); In re Doubleclick Privacy Litig., 154 F. Supp. 2d 497, 525 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) 
(Holding that illicitly collected personal information had no value for unjust enrichment 
purposes and thus was not a basis for recovery for CFAA purposes.). 
61 See Craigslist, Inc. v. Naturemarket, Inc., 694 F. Supp. 2d 1039 (2010). 
62 Kerr, supra note 11, at 1611.  
63 Id. at 1615-1616. 
64 See generally id. (Florida for example, passed a computer misuse law in 1978). 
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state statutes may offer insight into several issues the CFAA poses. Secondly, 
in some instances, some plaintiffs and prosecutors can simultaneously pursue 
a CFAA claim and a state counterpart. Thus, interested actors need to be 
mindful of both federal and state considerations when assessing the legal 
environment. Finally, a state counterpart may be more attractive due to 
relative ease of application.65 

From a copyright perspective, these state laws raise several interesting 
issues, especially in the context of cloud based media. The first issue is 
whether the circumstances create a state based claim for what is essentially a 
copyright oriented claim. While the Copyright Act establishes exclusive 
jurisdiction for rights equivalent to those it grants,66 there exist some 
scenarios where the elements of the CFAA provide a sufficient extra element 
for the state law to stand concurrent to the Copyright Act. 

Equally interesting from a cloud based content perspective is the forum 
shopping incentive that different state laws create for content owners. 
Jurisdictional issues can become complicated when each component of the 
case (the accessing party, the content, the owner, etc.) is in different states. 
While some may look to the location of the data itself for purposes of 
determining jurisdiction,67 this approached is complicated since cloud based 
data is potentially stored in several jurisdictions at any given time. In 
addition, agreements which the user violates can impact jurisdictional and 
choice of law issues. 

 
B. Two Examples of State CFAA Counterparts 

 
Two different website misuse cases highlight the different ways that the 

CFAA and its state counterparts can interact. Both cases involved plaintiff 
website owners bringing a CFAA and state counterpart based claims against 
competitor websites who in some way sought to access and utilize 
information and content posted on the plaintiff’s website. Despite the 
relatively similar fact patterns, the respective courts reached very different 
conclusions regarding the state law claims. In Cvent, Inc. v. Eventbrite, Inc., 
739 F. Supp. 2d 927, the plaintiff website owner plead, inter alia, violation 
of the CFAA, the Virginia counterpart of the CFAA, and copyright 
infringement in connection with the defendant’s “scraping”68 of plaintiff’s 

                                                   
65 See Am. Online, Inc. v. Nat’l Health Care Disc., Inc., 121 F. Supp. 2d 1255, 1276 (N.D. 
Iowa 2000).  
66 17 U.S.C.S. § 301 (LexisNexis 2011). 
67 Jay P. Kesan, Carol M. Hayes & Masooda N. Bashir, Information Privacy and Data Control 
in Cloud Computing: Consumers, Privacy Preferences, and Market Efficiency, 70 WASH & 

LEE L. REV. 341, 369 (2013). 
68 (that is, automated search, retrieval, and reposting of publicly available content). 
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publicly accessible content.69 The court held that the alleged violation of the 
state counterpart of the CFAA amounted to nothing more than a federal 
copyright infringement claim which was preempted by the Copyright Act.70 
The court also dismissed the CFAA claim on the grounds that defendant’s 
use of the website did not amount to being unauthorized.71 

Another recent case involving Facebook shows the potential utility of 
such state claims. In a similar fact pattern, Facebook sued an online company 
that would act as a “curtain” for users by displaying data from Facebook and 
encouraging users to solicit their “friends” on Facebook to join.72 Facebook 
alleged, inter alia, violations of CFAA and the California counterpart based 
on defendant’s violation of Facebook’s terms of service agreement.73 The 
only element of California’s state law counterpart to the CFAA in question 
was whether the defendant’s activity constituted access “without permission” 
under the state law.74 The court concluded that the defendant’s actions 
amount to a violation of both the CFAA and the California counterpart.75 

 
C. Summary of State Laws and Their Relationship to the CFAA 

 
As previously stated, this section serves only to alert the reader to the 

existence of state laws that can arise concurrently, or in place of, the CFAA. 
One important issue is the apparent unquestioning acceptance of the 
proposition that states are free to regulate computer misuse to at least the 
same extent as the federal government. Yet, it would hardly be a stretch of 
modern Commerce Clause jurisprudence to entertain the idea that Congress 
has carved this area out for itself. 

Another state related issue of importance is the interpretation of 
“unauthorized.” As the next section will elaborate, the meaning of 
“authorization” within the CFAA has created a split among the Circuit 
courts. As this split further develops, one must wonder how state courts will 
interpret “unauthorized,”76 and what the effects of any discrepancy will be. 

 
  

                                                   
69 Cvent, Inc. v. Eventbrite, Inc., 739 F. Supp. 2d 927, 930-31 (E.D. Va. 2010). 
70 Id. at 935. 
71 Id. at 933-934. 
72 Facebook, Inc. v. Power Ventures, Inc., 844 F. Supp. 2d 1025, 1028 (N.D. Cal. 2012). 
73 Id. 
74 Id. at 1036. 
75 Id. at 1039. 
76 (or its equivalent under the state law). 
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VI. THE MEANING OF “UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS” 
 

The core of all provisions of the CFAA is the concept of unauthorized 
accessing of a computer. At first glance, this may appear to be a non-
controversial binary term. But, as with much of the law, that which appears 
black and white is actually a spectrum of grey. The CFAA defines 
“exceed[ing] authorization” as “to access a computer without authorization 
and to use such access to obtain or alter information in the computer that the 
accessing party is not entitled so to obtain or alter.”77 This is the only 
guidance given by the CFAA. Trade secret based CFAA litigants have had 
particularly fierce battles over the meaning of “unauthorized.” The 
archetypal scenario is one where the employee has been given access to 
sensitive company information and takes the sensitive information to start 
her own venture. The question then becomes, when (if ever) did the 
employee access information without authorization? 

 
A. Authorization as a Nuanced Question 

 
One emerging view can be deemed the “nuanced” view, which says that 

one’s authorization is limited by several express78 factors, and that the 
employee in the scenario above is in violation of the CFAA. The core of this 
interpretation of the CFAA is that computer owners’ power to exclude is 
essentially absolute, and that those who are given conditional access must 
strictly adhere to those conditions. When the accessing party fails to adhere 
to the terms of access, perhaps even implied ones like an agent’s duty of 
loyalty, then her access becomes unauthorized. 

An example can help illustrate this interpretation of the CFAA. Suppose 
Coca-Cola has recently hired someone. She has just received confidentiality 
training and signed a substantive non-disclosure agreement that one would 
expect a company like Coca-Cola to require. Afterwards, she sits down at her 
office computer for the first time and agrees to the terms of use (a statement 
which is too long to read or comprehend). Upon logging in, she realizes that 
IT has mistakenly given her the ability to access the part of the corporate 
network where the secret formula is located. Forgetting her training and 
agreements (as corporate employees are sometimes inclined to do), she enters 
that part of the network and views the formula. 

Thus the question is, has our green Coca-Cola employee, at any point, 
used Coke’s computer beyond her “authorization?” According to this 
“nuanced” view of authorization, she has and is potentially subject to 

                                                   
77 18 U.S.C.S. § 1030(e)(6) (LexisNexis 2011). 
78 (and perhaps implied). 
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criminal and civil liability under the CFAA. At which point she exceeds her 
authorization is less clear and subject to debate between circuits that follow 
this approach. Few courts ascribing to this view would have little trouble 
saying that opening the formula was an “unauthorized” use of the Coke’s 
computers. More interestingly, some would say that even logging into areas 
of the network which she had constructive knowledge she was barred from 
would amount to “unauthorized” access. Finally, depending on what was 
written in the terms of use agreement, she may be “exceeding” her 
authorization the moment she began to frolic on the computer, using it for 
non-work purposes. Thus, as the example demonstrates, this view of 
“authorization” is favored among computer owners. 

 
B. Authorization as a Binary Question 

 
Other courts have said that the nuanced interpretation is incorrect. Their 

view, lead by the Ninth Circuit, is that “access” is essentially binary, and that 
in the scenario above, the employee has not violated the CFAA at all, since 
she was authorized to be on Coke’s computers. This view is rooted in the 
belief that the CFAA was drafted and intended to be an anti-hacking statute. 
Further, courts that ascribe to this view often expound on the fact that the 
CFAA is a criminal statute that happens to have a civil component. Several 
commentators in this camp note that some of the legislative history 
specifically addresses liability for federal employees, saying that the statute 
should not be construed so as to create liability for government employees 
who take actions like the hypothetical Coke employee above.79 

Several circuits have followed the Ninth in adopting this more limited 
view of “authorization.” It is also a popular view among academics. This 
popularity is fueled by the fact that under the alternative view, a literal 
reading of the CFAA would mean that anyone who ever used a computer in 
violation of any terms of service agreement entered into with the computer’s 
owner would be a felon. They also seem to contend that a law designed to 
target sophisticated hackers and cyber terrorist should not also be used as a 
synthetic trade secrets or copyright claim. Their view is bolstered by the fact 
that most people who use the computers or networks of others have no idea 
about the extent of their authorization. 

Further, while people may be able to guess that they are risking some 
kind of consequences when they view a secret formula that they 
inadvertently have access to, they certainly do not expect playing solitaire or 
checking Facebook on a work computer when their bosses are not looking 
could conceivably subject them to federal and civil liability. 

                                                   
79 See Greene & O'Brien, supra note 21, at 319-25. 
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C. Potential Merger of the Different Approaches by Effective 
Access Management 

 
The case that is the flag-bearer of the binary or limited view of 

authorization comes from the Ninth Circuit.80 Nosal was a criminal 
application of the CFAA in a trade secret situation where a former employee 
sought the help of current employees to access proprietary data for purposes 
of starting his own firm.81 The Ninth Circuit ruled in favor of the defendant, 
noting that “the plain language of the CFAA ‘target[s] the unauthorized 
procurement or alteration of information, not its misuse or 
misappropriation.’"82 Further, the Court noted that use restrictions could not 
be the basis for unauthorized access, and if Congress wanted to create such a 
law they must do so more clearly.83 Other circuits have adopted similar 
approaches. The Fourth Circuit has held that merely accessing employer 
information with intent contrary to that of the employer cannot be the basis 
for an “unauthorized” accessing.84 The Sixth Circuit seems to follow a 
similar approach when it held that a union’s aggressive e-mail and phone 
campaign (supposedly with the intent to harass) was not conducted “without 
authorization” for CFAA purposes.85 The Second Circuit’s most on-point 
case deliberately avoids finding hacking liability based on defendant’s 
exceeding authorization of his own university computer account, and instead 
rests liability on the fact that he was able to gain access to computers which 
he had no right of access.86 The Second Circuit’s view may be subject to 
change.87 

Judge Posner’s opinion leads the opposite view.88 In Citrin, CFAA 
liability was found (for a subsection (a)(5) violation) when an employee, in 
contemplation of leaving his employer, “wiped” his company laptop after 
taking critical files and destroying others.89 The court held that the employee 
lost authorization to the laptop the moment he intended to breach his duty of 

                                                   
80 United States v. Nosal, 676 F.3d 854 (9th Cir. 2012). 
81 Id. at 856. 
82 Id. at 863. 
83 Id. 
84 WEC Carolina Energy Solutions L.L.C. v. Miller, 687 F.3d 199 (4th Cir. 2012). 
85 Pulte Homes, Inc. v. Laborers' Int’l Union of N. Am., 648 F.3d 295, 304 (6th Cir. 2011); see 
also Greene & O'Brien, supra note 21, at 310 (noting that at least one district court in the 6th 
Circuit stated that Plute is based upon the 9th Circuit’s reasoning and that is how the 6th 
Circuit would follow if presented more directly with such a CFAA issue). 
86 United States v. Morris, 928 F.2d 504 (2d Cir. 1991).  
87 See generally, Tuma, supra note 53, at 181-82 (noting that the 1st and 2nd Circuits have not 
addressed this type of issue in sometime). 
88 Int’l Airport Ctrs., L.L.C. v. Citrin, 440 F.3d 418 (7th Cir. 2006). 
89 Id. at 420.  
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loyalty to the laptop’s owner, his employer.90 The court said this was so even 
though some provisions of the employee’s contract authorized destruction of 
certain files.91 

Citrin articulates the outer edges of the majority approach. In the Eighth 
Circuit, a federal loan contractor was determined to be in excess of her 
authorization when she, on a frolic, looked up President Obama’s loan.92 
Similarly, the Eleventh Circuit upheld CFAA liability for a frolicking Social 
Security employee based on “exceeding authorization.”93 Employees in both 
cases used their access. 

The First Circuit, in a website “scraper” case94 specifically avoided 
determining whether or not running such a program on a public website 
would be “unauthorized.”95 However, the Court, in finding CFAA liability, 
relied largely on the fact that a former employee of the plaintiff worked for 
the defendant and helped “translate” the data scraped from the website – and 
that employee was bound by a confidentiality agreement with the plaintiff.96 
This indicates that the First Circuit, if faced with a Citrin situation, would be 
inclined to look at the relationship between the parties and the intent of the 
parties in a manner similar to Judge Posner’s opinion. 

The Third Circuit, in a trade secrets case, found no CFAA liability for 
employees who looked at the employer’s proprietary data before leaving, 
only because the employer had not alleged that any of that information had 
been taken or used.97 While declining to reach the issue of un-authorization,98 
the opinion clearly leaves the door open to easily follow Citrin.99 

Finally, the Fifth Circuit held that “access” to employer data and 
computers can be for a limited purpose, and that using data for other 
purposes can be in excess of authorization for CFAA purposes.100 
Interestingly, the Court made a point that violating a confidentiality 
agreement with a former employer may not necessarily be sufficient for 
“unauthorized” access.101 Moreover, the Court even attempts to square its 

                                                   
90 Id. at 420-21. 
91 Id. at 421.  
92 United States v. Teague, 646 F.3d 1119, 1121 (8th Cir. 2011). 
93 Id. at 1263. 
94 (that is, automated removal and reproduction of publicly available content from another 
website). 
95 Ef Cultural Travel Bv v. Explorica, 274 F.3d 577, 581-82 (1st Cir. 2001). 
96 Id. at 582-83.  
97 P.C. Yonkers, Inc. v. Celebrations the Party & Seasonal Superstore, L.L.C. 428 F.3d 504, 
509 (3d. Cir. 2005).  
98 Id. at 508. 
99 (since the case could have been much more easily disposed of by finding that there was no 
unauthorized accessing). 
100 United States v. John, 597 F.3d 263, 272 (5th Cir. 2010). 
101 Id. 
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opinion with Nosal by noting the criminal element present in the instant 
case.102 Regardless, the Fifth Circuit’s approach is squarely on the other side 
of the divide from Nosal. 

Whatever the outcome of this circuit split, content owners will be able 
to afford themselves the protection of the CFAA for their cloud media with 
effective access policing. Effective access management will allow content 
owners to overcome many of the intent based issues embodied by the binary 
view of access. By closely regulating what accessing parties can access, and 
under what conditions, computer owners can essentially impose a rolling 
terms of service agreement. 

 
VII. CHANGE IN THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE 

 
Media consumption has always been dictated in large measure by 

technology. In the last decade, the most notable trend in media consumption 
technology is the digitization of all forms of media. This evolution continues 
today. This Part will explore this evolution and implications. 

 
A. The Rise of Digital Media 

 
Up until the early 1980s, almost all media was stored in analog formats. 

The advent of digital media posed new opportunities and challenges for 
content owners. On the plus side, digital media allowed more data to be 
stored in the physical container of the media, such as CDs or DVDs. 
However, new digital formats also meant that an infinite number of illicit 
copies could be made without any degradation of media quality and at 
relatively low costs. This presented a fundamental shift. 

The challenges posed by digital media formats grew significantly when 
Internet capacity reached a level sufficient for the transfer of digital media. 
This change eliminated the need for a physical container for the digital media 
(that is, the physical CD or DVD itself), and thereby removed the last 
remaining physical or technological barriers to unfettered piracy. As one 
would expect, online piracy increased dramatically. Content owners were 
faced with what seemed like an existential problem of protecting digital 
content. To address this problem, content owners tried to use “zero-
tolerance” litigation tactics against both facilitators and customers of pirated 
digital media. Content owners also lobbied for new legislatively crafted tools 
like the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Content owners also explored 
technological solutions. All of these efforts did not change the fundamental 
outcome of creating freely available, non-physical digital content. The main 

                                                   
102 Id. at 273. 
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consequence was that media consumers, whether or not they had pirated 
content, now valued digital media differently than they had before. Content 
had become commoditized. 

 
B. Media as an Incorporeal Service 

 
No matter how many of their customers they sued, media companies 

could not escape the fact that their entire consumer base now valued their 
product in a different way. It appeared unlikely that the old analog based 
model could ever be completely resurrected. Yet the same digital platforms 
that had caused so much upheaval could also provide an answer to address 
the new market dynamics. Streaming web-based services like Netflix, Hulu, 
and Spotify allow consumers to legally enjoy vast amounts of content in an 
“all-you-can-eat” style similar to the online pirate services. The only 
practical difference, aside from the monthly fee charged by the streaming 
provider and the legality of the service, was that the user would not be given 
her own digital copy of the media in question, but instead would merely view 
the desired content over the Internet. 

These cloud based services have proven to be popular with consumers 
who find their price and selection highly competitive. These services began 
to change consumers’ media consumption habits. Instead of watching a serial 
show every week, one can now “binge-watch” an entire season over a 
weekend. Instead of buying an album on iTunes, one could listen to it an 
infinite number of times for free on Spotify, save for a few commercial 
interruptions. This change in media consumption behavior allowed content 
owners to digitally monetize their content without taking on excessive piracy 
risk. 

 
C. The New Relationship Between Technology Producers and 

Content Owners 
 

Content owners and technology producers have had opposing interests 
in the past. Technology producers have generally been concerned with 
selling new products to provide consumers with either new capabilities (such 
as recording live television) or lower priced media. Content owners, on the 
other hand, are concerned about controlling distribution channels of their 
content and minimizing piracy. 

Recently this dynamic has changed. Today, technology producers are 
also increasingly acting as content distributors. Today, the interest of many 
technology producers has changed from creating the most innovating 
technological devices that could potentially be used for infringement, to 
creating a rich content delivery platform. Apple’s iTunes store and iPod 
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players are much more representative of technology companies’ strategy 
today than Sony’s Betamax. Of course, this trend is welcomed by content 
owners who now see technology companies as an ally, rather than a threat, to 
content monetization. 

This trend also appears to be welcomed by consumers who willingly to 
pay for digital media, especially cloud-based digital media, that they can 
access on all of their devices, if it is presented in a user friendly way. In 
short, all interested parties are pushing content into the cloud, and thus 
creating a new media marketplace in which the CFAA may play a central 
role. 

 
VIII. FUNDAMENTAL CONTOURS OF COPYRIGHT THAT COULD BE 

AFFECTED BY UTILIZING THE CFAA 
 

As content migrates into the cloud, the CFAA will become an important 
tool in the content owner’s toolkit. The CFAA could surpass copyright as the 
primary protection for content. This would have a significant impact on the 
core elements of copyright. This section will explore these impacts. 

 
A. First Sale 

 
Under the copyright doctrine of First Sale, the copyright owner’s ability 

to manage the market for the physical expression of his work is extinguished 
after the initial transfer. The doctrine is codified in 17 USCS § 109; however, 
its roots pre-date the 1976 Act. This doctrine is designed to allow for an open 
and efficient marketplace of works and ideas. The limitation reiterates an 
even more axiomatic principle of American copyright – that copyright 
owners own only the incorporeal rights to their expressions. They cannot 
own the “ideas” themselves, and they cannot retain control over the copies of 
their expression once placed in the market. 

The First Sale doctrine does not mean that a subsequent purchaser can 
do whatever she wishes with the copy she bought. First Sale does not allow 
the purchaser of a copy to violate any of the copyright owner’s statutory 
rights. Rather, the First Sale doctrine is about removing the copyright owner 
from the limitation of ownership equation, and serving as a limitation to the 
exclusive distribution right granted by copyright under 17 USCS § 106. To 
allow copyright owners to place copies in the market that were subject to 
their “covenants” would confer too much power on copyright owners. 

In a recent Supreme Court case, the court asked whether this doctrine 
applied to the re-importation of legally produced works sold overseas.103 In 
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that case, the defendant resold for a profit in the United States foreign edition 
textbooks written in English which were made and purchased overseas.104 
This drew the ire of the publisher who sued. Both the trial court and the 

Second Circuit held that the First Sale doctrine did not apply to foreign 
manufactured works, thereby upholding the publisher’s ability to control re-
importation.105 The Supreme Court reversed, holding that the doctrine 
applied regardless of geography, thereby limiting the copyright owner’s 
ability to control the work after the first sale.106 

What if the textbooks had been sold digitally over the cloud? The CFAA 
could give the content owners power to prevent the re-importation. They 
could do this by granting the buyer in Thailand the authority to access the 
content only in Thailand. Subsequently accessing the content in the United 
States would be in excess of the granted authority. Moreover, the content 
owner would be able to determine where the customer was accessing the 
content from, and could prohibit or grant such access. One can imagine other 
scenarios in which an action protected by the First Sale doctrine could be 
technologically prohibited for cloud media via the CFAA. 

 
B. Fair Use 

 
The ability to regulate cloud access could also affect Fair Use. Fair Use, 

in its broadest sense, is the stop-gap doctrine that prevents strict enforcement 
of copyrights from smothering the expansion of public knowledge that 
copyright intends to foster. It is specifically designed to correct the market 
failures that would result from asymmetrical relationships between copyright 
owners and creators.107 Fair Use is addressed in 17 USCS § 107, which lists 
the four factors that must be included in a Fair Use analysis.108 As an 
affirmative defense based on rather subjective standards, Fair Use is 
extremely fact dependent and rather difficult to forecast. As a result, Fair Use 
has not had the best reputation.109 

                                                   
104 Id. at 1356.  
105 Id. at 1357. 
106 Id. at 1358. 
107 Dan L. Burk & Julie E. Cohen, Fair Use Infrastructure for Rights Management Systems, 15 
HARV. J. LAW & TECH 41, 44 (2001). 
108 17 U.S.C.S. § 107 (LexisNexis 2011) (“(1) the purpose and character of the use, including 
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the 
nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the potential 
market for or value of the copyrighted work.”).  
109 E.g. Siva Vaidhyanathan, Copyright, Creativity, Catalogs: The Googlization of Everything 
and the Future of Copyright, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1207, 1210 (2007) (calling fair use “…the 
most rickety, least understood, most provincial, most contested perch among the few 
remaining public interest provisions of American copyright…”). 
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One of the more notorious Fair Use cases is the Betmax case.110 In that 
case, the copyright owners of television broadcasts sued a videocassette-
recorder manufacturer for contributory infringement.111 The copyright 
owners seemed to have a strong case. The Supreme Court, however, 
disagreed and reasoned, inter alia, the mere recording of programs to view 
later (a.k.a “timeshifting”) was a fair use due to its nominal impact on the 
plaintiff’s market.112 

Content owners may be able not only to undo the effect of Fair Use, but 
also gain even more control over cloud based content than they would have 
ever enjoyed under traditional copyright.113 The CFAA can be used to give 
cloud based content owners much more control over who, how, when and 
where their content can be viewed. The cloud owner would dictate such 
access, and content viewers would be mere discretionary licensees with no 
fair use rights. Because their private cloud network would be fortified by the 
CFAA, circumventions of those controls (and potentially violations of any 
agreements) would amount to an unauthorized accessing of their computers. 
The cloud and CFAA may yet allow Hollywood to win the Betamax case. 

 
C. Term Expiration 

 
CFAA endowed cloud management could affect areas of copyright not 

traditionally thought to be technology dependent. Term expiration has been 
thought of as a key component of copyright. It is the only constitutionally 
mandated direct limitation on intellectual property rights.114 Of course, in 
modern practice one could reasonably question if in fact copyright terms are 
ever going to expire. The public domain currently lacks content from the 
mid-1920s onward. If Congress’s previous actions are any indication, new 
content may not enter anytime soon. 

One such legislative extension of copyright’s duration resulted in a case 
before the Supreme Court.115 Professor Lessig argued, on behalf of the 
plaintiffs, that Congress had exceeded its Constitutional authority with the 
most recent copyright extension.116 The Court was unconvinced. The court 

                                                   
110 Id. 
111 Id. at 419-20. 
112 Id. at 456. 
113 See Burk & Cohen, supra note 107 (noting that when technological constraints replaced 
legal ones, owners of information may not be inclined to grant the public the same rights that 
the law does). 
114 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by 
securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective 
Writings and Discoveries”). 
115 Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 193 (2003). 
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noted that Congress had extended before, and that neither those extensions 
nor this one was impermissible.117 The Court’s reasoning rested heavily on 
the fact that the extensions were still for a finite (albeit longer) term. Thus, 
there was no improper “perpetual” copyright.118 

The cloud and the CFAA could technologically nullify this issue. To do 
this, content owners would have to make sure the content existed only within 
the confines of their cloud. Once the term expired, content owners would still 
have the exclusive power to regulate access via the CFAA. Thus, even while 
copyright might allow the newly public content to be copied, doing so 
(presumably) would still violate the terms of use of the content owners’ 
cloud, under penalty of the CFAA. 

 
D. Ownership of Facts 

 
The cloud/CFAA dynamic could reach even more fundamental places. 

One of the foundational aspects of copyright is that the ownership interest 
can never reach so far as to encompass the ideas being expressed. This is 
because once the ideas themselves are capable of being owned, copyright 
will no longer be a tool for encouraging the development of ideas by means 
of expressing them, but instead will become the means for stunting the public 
knowledge base.119 

No case more notoriously illustrates the problem with “ownership of 
facts” than the INS Case.120 Although nominally not a copyright case, since 
the plaintiff news agency was not able to acquire copyrights in a timely 
manner under the existing law,121 it still sought to prevent the defendant-rival 
from free-riding reported facts.122 This highlights the problem with 
ownership of facts. A fact (from a copyright standpoint) is valuable due to its 
dissemination.123 Ownership of facts themselves (not their expressions) 
would not change the underlying behavior of those who had facts to 
profitably disseminate. What ownership of facts would allow would be for 

                                                   
117 Id. at 208. 
118 Id. at 210. 
119 See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 359 (1991) (“As § 103 makes 
clear, copyright is not a tool by which a compilation author may keep others from using the 
facts or data he or she has collected.” O’Connor, J.). 
120 Int’l News Serv. v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215 (1918).  
121 Id. at 232-33. 
122 Of course, post-76 registration was not an issue. But at the time of the case AP did 
“owned” nothing that they printed, and thus a competitor like INS seemed within its rights to 
read AP’s a reprint that news as its own. This presented the court with little avenues to “right” 
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of “misappropriation” based on the two companies’ relationship. 
123 For example, selling a newspaper with facts containing “facts.” 
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the fact owner to go after particular parties with whom the fact owner had an 
issue, whether ideological or commercial. Such discriminatory and hollow 
ownership rights are repugnant to the law. 

CFAA bolstered cloud management could also nullify this basic precept 
of copyright. For example, one could imagine a modern day INS124 fact 
pattern where the content owners, while not owning the facts reported, would 
own the computer networks over which they were reported, and a “common 
law misappropriation” would almost certainly amount to a misuse of that 
network and come under the purview of the CFAA. Thus, content owners 
who effectively manage their cloud delivery systems could finally get the 
defacto monopoly on their ideas that copyright had never afforded them. 

 
E. Originality 

 
Finally, the CFAA might even reshape originality requirements. It is 

axiomatic that an unoriginal work cannot be copyrighted.125 While the 
threshold for originality is low, originality must be established. Otherwise, 
copyright would merely reward the “sweat of the brow” and not the 
intellectual output of the mind. Allowing ownership of unoriginal works 
would be almost the same as ownership of facts. 

Justice O’Connor cogently demonstrated the need for the originality 
requirement in the Feist (the phone book) case.126 Plaintiffs sought to 
establish a phonebook as a creative expression protectable by copyright. The 
Supreme Court rejected the argument, stating that a phonebook was not the 
product of intellectual efforts, but rather sweat of the brow.127 Further, to 
hold otherwise would grant a monopoly over existing phonebook publishers. 

There are plenty of creators of works that fail a Fiest standard who 
nonetheless have incentives to protect their works. They may be able to 
achieve the protection foreclosed by copyright by using cloud storage and 
CFAA bolstered access management. Just think if Meshwerks had kept its 
model on its cloud,128 or if the original phonebook publisher in Fiest had 
used a cloud that closely regulated access. 

 
  

                                                   
124 Int’l News Serv., 248 U.S. 215. 
125 Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 346 (1991). 
126 Id. 
127 Id. at 363. 
128 See generally Meshwerks, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., 528 F.3d 1258, 1267 (10th 
Cir. 2008). 
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F. Summary 
 

The CFAA has the power to reach many of the fundamental doctrines 
that modern copyright law is built on. Copyright owners who effectively 
manage their content in the cloud can effectively nullify many of the 
limitations copyright places on their rights. In order to achieve this, content 
owners must closely regulate the manner in which their content is stored and 
accessed in the cloud. Further, to truly maximize the para-copyright 
protection, the content needs to be accessible only in the cloud. Luckily for 
content owners, technology companies seem eager to facilitate the migration 
of content to the cloud. Moreover, customers not only are accepting the 
migration of content to the cloud, but appear to prefer accessing content 
through cloud based platforms. If these trends continue, the CFAA and a 
cloud regime seem poised to play an important, if not main, role in how 
content owners protect content. If this is the future, it will be a very different 
property regime than what exists under copyright. 

 
IX. AARON’S LAW AND OTHER REFORM EFFORTS 

 
A. Background 

 
The CFAA has a wide range of applications and some are controversial. 

Much of the controversy centers around how broadly or narrowly the word 
“unauthorized” should be understood. Many also criticize the penalties 
provided in the CFAA. More generally, many view the CFAA as a threat to 
the Internet’s open culture. The recent rallying cries of CFAA critics is the 
case of Aaron Swartz, an Internet activist who committed suicide after facing 
significant CFAA charges. Several bills reforming the CFAA have been 
introduced, and one is named after Swartz. 

Aaron Swartz was a notable figure in recent Internet history. His 
accomplishments included authoring a version of RSS when he was 13, and 
helping build Reddit, one of the most popular websites on the Internet, before 
he was 20.129 He also reached out to Professor Lessig, with whom he 
developed the Creative Commons licensing.130 In short, he was one of the 
leading advocates of an open Internet. 

His run-in with the law began in the fall of 2010. While a fellow at 
Harvard’s Safra Center for Ethics (headed by Professor Lessig), Swartz 
began a mass downloading of articles form MIT’s JSTOR database of 

                                                   
129 Wesley Yang, The Life and Afterlife of Aaron Swartz, NEW YORK MAGAZINE (Feb. 8, 
2013), http://nymag.com/news/features/aaron-swartz-2013-2/#print. 
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academic articles.131 MIT attempted to block Swartz’s access to the database, 
but he continued to gain access and download articles, eventually amassing 
4.8 million titles.132 In an opinion in Wired Magazine, the authors of the 
CFAA (Rep. Lofgren [D-CA] and Sen. Wyden [D-OR]), said that they 
believed Swartz’s downloading was an act of civil disobedience in protest of 
academic content being located behind a pay-wall.133 The U.S. Attorney’s 
office charged Swartz with several counts of wire fraud and CFAA violation. 
He faced as much as $1 million dollars in fines and 50 years in prison.134 
Later, Swartz was offered a deal – one CFAA violation with a three-month 
sentence, which he declined.135 Three months before his trial, Swartz, who 
had a history of depression, committed suicide.136 

 
B. Aaron’s Law Elements 

 
The House and Senate versions of Aaron’s Law are the same.137 They 

make several key changes to the CFAA. First, the law strikes “exceeds 
authorization” from the CFAA, and replaces it with “access without 
authorization.”138 Aaron’s Law defines “access without authorization” as 
“obtaining information on a protected computer” while either lacking 
authorization to obtain information or knowingly circumventing access 
management measures.139 Secondly, Aaron’s Law raises the statutory 
standard for damages to “fair market value.”140 Next, the law prevents 
enhanced penalties from “stacking” concurrent convictions, by requiring that 
the enhancing convictions occur at different times.141 Finally, the bill repeals 
section (a)(4) as redundant.142 

In a recent opinion piece in Wired Magazine, the authors of the bill 
articulated several goals for the bill. First, they said that violation of private 

                                                   
131 Id. 
132 Id. 
133 Zoe Lofgren & Ron Wyden, Introducing Aaron’s Law, a Desperately Needed Reform of 
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, WIRED (Jun. 6th, 2013, 9:30AM), 
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134 Wesley Yang, supra note 129. 
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137 Aaron's Law Act of 2013, S. 1196, 113th Cong. (2013) accord. Aaron's Law Act of 2013, 
H.R. 2454, 113th Cong. (2013).  
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142 Id. (prohibiting unauthorized access of a protected network to cause damage or defraud or 
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agreements should not be an automatic violation of the CFAA.143 Secondly, 
they believe that the CFAA should not have redundant provisions that allow 
for excessive charges.144 Finally, the reform aims to craft punishments 
proportional to the crime.145 

 
C. Other Pending Bills 

 
Aaron’s Law is not the only proposed bill that modifies the CFAA. 

Another bicameral bill is the Password Protection Act of 2013. Both bills 
create a new violation “(a)(8)” which applies to any employer who compels 
an employee to give over a non-work related password for career 
advancement purposes.146 The only difference between each version is that 
the House version does not include some key definitions included in the 
Senate version.147 Another Senate bill, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 
(FISA) Improvements Act of 2013, essentially creates a new violation for 
unauthorized or exceeding authorization and obtaining information from a 
computer owned or operated for the US under FISA.148 

Finally, the competitor to Aaron’s Law is the Strengthening and 
Enhancing Cybersecurity by Using Research, Education, Information, and 
Technology Act (SECUREIT) in the House. If Aaron’s Law is about 
softening the CFAA, SECUREIT is about strengthening it. It does so by 
increasing penalties for violations (§301), expanding the reach of the 
password trafficking prohibition (§302), clarifying conspiracy and attempt 
punishments (§303), expanding criminal and civil forfeiture to include 
property that was “intended” used in furtherance of the violation (§304), and 
most importantly, creating an aggravated element of the CFAA to cover 
violations involving “critical infrastructure” (§305).149 However, the law also 
says that violation of contractual terms or use with a website or a non-
governmental employer cannot be the sole basis for unauthorized access 
(§306).150 
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D. Summary of Reform Efforts 
 

Currently, Congress appears to have little interest in CFAA reform. It 
seems unlikely a bill as esoteric as the CFAA will receive much attention. 
This is very true of reforms that are not packaged with an overall increase of 
cyber security. Further, there appears to be no major lobbying interest behind 
Aaron’s Law. Moreover, technology companies are actively lobbying for 
further enhancing the CFAA.151 

While political handicapping is beyond the scope of this paper, the 
authors believe that Aaron’s Law cannot pass any Congress without a major 
grassroots push by popular online groups. On the other hand, SECUREIT 
seems to provide enough “tough on cyber-terrorism” provisions to survive 
the House. While not as sweeping as Aaron’s Law, it does contain the critical 
reform of limiting what can be the basis for “unauthorized access.” Thus, 
SECUREIT is the bill to watch. 

 
X. ANALYSIS 

 
A. Why the CFAA Has Not Been Used More Extensively by Copyright 

Owners to Date 
 

The CFAA currently provides the diligent cloud based content owner a 
wider degree of control than afforded to her in copyright. So why have there 
not been more “synthetic copyright” CFAA cases? Given the potential utility 
of the CFAA as synthetic copyright protection and the current penetration of 
cloud based media, it would seem that the ideas explored in this paper should 
already be well explored. Yet neither the literature nor the case law indicates 
that this has occurred. 

One simple explanation may be that content owners have seen the rather 
poor results of the record companies’ file sharing litigation. Certainly, it 
would be hard to argue that the record companies’ litigation efforts generated 
much yield in terms of recovery or deterrence. Content owners may have 
rationally concluded that litigation is best for industrial scale infringement 
facilitators, and that copyright claims are sufficient against these defendants. 
The problem with this explanation is that in many cases, the CFAA based 
claims would be far easier to pursue than a copyright based claims. 

Another possible explanation is that the cloud media marketplace 
currently lacks sufficient centralized and monetized access points for 
effective gate-keeping by content owners. This current situation seems to be 
a product of content owners viewing cloud media providers as just another 
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distribution channel, rather than as a new rights management tool. Thus, 
content owners may be more concerned with getting the most out of the 
licensing deal with the cloud media provider than utilizing the cloud provider 
as a de facto enforcement partner via the CFAA. Content owners may also be 
wary of creating too few centralized access providers to cloud based media, 
in fear that these providers would then become too powerful and could 
eventually turn on the content owners – either by exercising their oligarchical 
pricing power or by becoming content producers themselves. 

Yet another possible explanation is that there is still a relatively small 
amount of cloud-only media. The CFAA is most effective as a content 
protection tool when the media subject to the protection is available only in 
the cloud. This is because it provides the content (or network) owner with a 
complete view of all of the interactions with the cloud based media. This 
complete view of all authorized interactions with the media then allows for 
easier detection and proof of unauthorized uses. Conversely, when the cloud 
is only one of several distribution channels, it is less practical to use the 
cloud based CFAA claims as a primary enforcement and regulation 
mechanism. 

A related explanation as to why the CFAA is not utilized more by 
content owners is that content owners are still adjusting to the new “media as 
incorporeal service” model. This model, outlined above, represents a major 
repudiation of some of the core premises of the traditional model. Some of 
those traditional premises include the idea that varied distribution channels 
are key to wider market penetration. More fundamentally, the traditional 
business model of content production was to develop content that had a wide 
potential market. The hope was that content would resonate with this mass 
market and create a large demand for copies of the media. 

The media-as-service model turns all of those assumptions on their 
head. The transition to media-as-service will undoubtedly be a significant 
undertaking for content owners. There will likely be many who resist the 
idea. There will also likely be equally as many who do not manage the shift 
correctly. The market for cloud services is also still developing.152 Content 
owners who cannot build their own cloud infrastructure will undoubtedly 
base their move to cloud on the terms offered by infrastructure providers, 
who in turn will price their services relative to content owners’ demand. 
However, the demand for cloud infrastructure seems sure to materialize, 
given the demands of content owners. 
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B. Why Cloud Based Incorporeal Media as Service Will Become the 
Norm and the CFAA Will be a Primary Enforcement Mechanism 

 
The growth of cloud based media has been fueled by many factors, 

although availment of the CFAA for content protection does not appear to be 
one of them. Rather, all of the relevant actors in the media marketplace seem 
to have a stake in this new model of media consumption, and they face little 
incentive to stop pushing media into the cloud. 

From a consumer standpoint, the cloud based media-as-a-service model 
offers some significant upsides.  Much of the valued added for consumers 
stems from advances in technology. The spread of fiber optic Internet and 
mobile broadband have created a technological environment where 
consumers can easily access cloud-based media in almost any location and 
on almost any kind of device. Thus, Internet accessibility is much less of a 
limiting factor for a purely cloud based media marketplace compared to even 
a year ago. Moreover, the spread of fiber-optic Internet connections and 
mobile broadband has facilitated an increase in the number of internet-
connected screens in the average customer’s life. Approximately five years 
ago, a leading edge consumer may have had two Internet connected screens 
in her life, a laptop and a rudimentary (by today’s standards) smart-phone 
that utilized a scaled down version of the Internet. Today, it is not unusual 
for a consumer’s digital world to be populated with almost a half dozen 
different Internet connected screens. It would raise no modern eyebrows for a 
single consumer to own a smart-phone (connected via mobile broadband to 
the full Internet), a laptop, a tablet (similarly connected as the smart-phone), 
an Internet connected set-top device or smart TV, and perhaps an Internet 
connected interface in her car. Manually keeping content and data synced 
between such a wide array of devices would be a full time job. Thus, keeping 
data and content in the cloud offers consumers a seamless experience across 
all screens they encounter. 

Cloud based media also offers other benefits to consumers. Extensive 
online libraries offer consumers a wide array of choices regardless of device 
used, and in most instances, allow consumers to seamlessly move from one 
device to another without losing where they left off. In addition, many cloud 
based media providers (such as Spotify and Netflix) offer “all you can eat” 
services where the entire library of content is available for use in exchange 
for a flat fee or with some advertising interruptions. Such services, especially 
the free ones, almost provide a better value proposition to customers than 
piracy, given that the cloud based services are often much more convenient 
than searching out the media from various pirate sources. 

On the supply side, technology producers are also highly incentivized to 
push content into the cloud. This incentive exists on both the “upstream” and 
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“downstream” side. On the “upstream” side, technology companies seem 
eager to sell cloud-media hosting services or hardware to content owners. 
From a technology provider’s perspective, there are two ways to satisfy 
content owners’ needs. First, sell them the hardware directly so they can 
build and operate their own cloud. However, only the biggest of the big 
content owners are in position to do this. The other way is to operate the 
cloud for the content owners. This alternative has the benefit of a contractual 
relationship that often is far more favorable for the technology provider than 
for the content owner.153 Additionally, technology producers who provide 
cloud services to many content owners are able to achieve greater economies 
of scale. 

Technology producers are also equally incentivized on the 
“downstream,” or consumer side of the market. In an earlier period, 
technology producers succeeded by out-engineering each other. Consumers 
were essentially rational actors looking for the most objective computing 
performance. This was in part due to the rapidly advancing nature of 
computing at the time, an environment where the leading edge could be 
functionally obsolete in a matter of months. However, like all periods of 
rapid change or growth, it eventually came to end. Consumers were faced 
with less “necessary” upgrades, and marginal increases yielded less and less 
noticeable improvements for the average consumer. 

Eventually, raw technological power was no longer sufficient to win 
over consumers. While still necessary, consumers began looking for more 
than just raw performance statistics. Two areas where consumer technology 
producers could differentiate themselves were product design and unified 
content delivery platforms. Apple’s significant growth in the last decade 
showed how potent (and profitable) successfully stratifying this new set of 
customer desires could be. 

Apple’s success typifies the new dynamic between technology 
producers and content owners who previously often had a tumultuous 
relationship. Among other things, Apple fueled its formula for success by 
providing digital media via iTunes. Recently iTunes introduced a cloud 
feature where the user never gets digital copy of the purchased media, just 
access to it in Apple’s cloud. The Apple device/iTunes channel has generated 
significant revenue for Apple and content owners. 

Relationships between technology producers and content owner like the 
one outlined above represent a significant change from relationships of 
previous eras. In the past, technology producers seemed to rarely take 
account of content owners’ needs or desires. In fact, technology producers 
often gained a significant advantage from marketing technologies like 
Betamax, CD-Rs, or TiVo that allowed for infringement. Despite litigation 
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and technological attempts, copyright owners’ ability to turn back the 
technological hands of time was limited. Today, technology producers and 
content owners both stand to enjoy significant gains from cooperation in 
ushering in a cloud based media era. Technology producers who enter 
agreements with content owners reap the rewards of being judged in the 
marketplace primarily on the basis of their user experience and content 
ecosystem. 

Content owners benefit from this arrangement as well. Of course, there 
is the marketing benefit of having technology companies placing easy access 
to their content in the hands of potential consumers. Further, there is the 
strategic benefit of having technology producers’ interests aligned with the 
monetization of content rather than with enabling infringement. Technology 
producers are much better positioned to get privity of contract with cloud 
content consumers. This is because technology producers have several 
opportunities to present consumers with adhesive terms of service 
agreements.154 While customers may reject an adhesive contract offered by 
any particular content provider, they are far less likely to reject the terms of 
use, whatever the terms, for the entire content delivery platform or the use of 
their device on the network. 

Additionally, content owners who place technology producers between 
them and content consumers can more easily avail themselves of certain 
contractual privileges. For example, “click-wrap” agreements have been held 
to be not preempted by the Copyright Act, even though they may restrict or 
prohibit activities that would be allowed under copyright.155 Moreover, some 
contend that courts appear to behave differently in contract cases when the 
subject matter involves technology.156 Others contend that this judicial 
favoring of technology companies exists when technology owners regulated 
access to their own networks.157 

The legal benefit to content owners extends further. The CFAA’s civil 
remedy section, subsection (g), says that relief is available to “any person 
who suffers damage or loss by reason of a violation of this section.”158 In 
2003, the Ninth Circuit ruled that “…nothing in the [CFAA’s] language 
supports the district court's restriction [requiring ownership of the allegedly 
unauthorized accessed computer to bring a civil CFAA action]. Individuals 
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other than the computer's owner may be proximately harmed by unauthorized 
access, particularly if they have rights to data stored on it.”159 While this case 
does pre-date Nosal, it is not apparent how Nosal would require a different 
outcome. The implications of this for the content owner and technology 
producer/cloud manager are significant, since it theoretically allows the 
content owner to outsource the costs of cloud management to the technology 
producer, while still being able to pursue a CFAA claims independently from 
any action pursued by the technology producer. 

In summary, strong economic and legal incentives exist for all interested 
parties to push content into the cloud. Importantly, the strongest incentives 
exist between content owner and technology producers and providers. The 
competitive pressure within each respective group exacerbates this dynamic. 
For content owners, cloud based media has already reached the tipping point, 
and meaningful market access is increasingly offered only through an 
oligarchy of technology providers (such as Apple, Google, Amazon). For 
technology providers, their interests are motivated by accumulating the most 
content to provide on their native platforms faster than their competitors. 
With content owners’ and technology providers’ interests so neatly aligned, it 
seems inevitable that growth in cloud based content will only continue. 

 
C. What a Cloud/CFAA Content Regime Will Look Like From a 

Copyright Perspective 
 

The emergence of a cloud based content regime will have a profound 
impact on many of the stakeholders in the media marketplace. Content 
owners, who will now have the CFAA as an enforcement tool, will see the 
biggest change. The CFAA will provide content owners an entirely new way 
to pursue “synthetic” copyright claims. In many instances, the application of 
the CFAA is a more plaintiff friendly prospect than Copyright. 

One example of plaintiff benefit under the CFAA is the easing of 
plaintiff’s burdens in proving a violation in certain situations. Copyright 
infringement can sometimes depend on whether or not a plaintiff can 
demonstrate that the alleged infringer had access to her copyrighted work. 
This inquiry, which is inherently subjective, can sometimes rest on whether 
or not a defendant subconsciously incorporated the copyrighted work into the 
allegedly infringing work.160 By contrast, a CFAA based claim in a fact 
pattern like ABKCO could center on an access authorization to the cloud-
based song, which prohibited accessing the song inside of a record studio. 
Access to the song could also be prohibited while using certain music 
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production devices. In addition, since access would be via the cloud, the 
content owner (through the technology provider) could likely determine 
when and where such access occurred, and with what account – along with 
the patterns and frequency of access. A case based on objective data 
documenting access offers much less subjective risk to a content owning 
plaintiff than an infringement claim like the one pursed in ABKCO. 

Another issue where the CFAA may alter the outcomes from traditional 
copyright is choice of law. In cross boarder copyright infringement 
situations, United States laws are controlling regarding the occurrence of 
infringement and what remedies, if any, are available.161 Conversely, 
ownership and “the essential nature” of the allegedly infringed rights will be 
determined by the laws of the copyright’s origin.162 This is because while the 
Berne Convention says that member citizens are afforded the same copyright 
protection as other members’ own citizens,163 copyright “…is a form of 
property, and the usual rule is that the interests of the parties in property are 
determined by the law of the state with ‘the most significant relationship’ to 
the property and the parties.”164 Thus, foreign created works may be subject 
to a different analysis than domestic works.165 

The CFAA can provide relief to content owners who face such choice of 
law issues. First, it eliminates the substantive uncertainty that can arise from 
foreign originated copyrights. This is because the plaintiff should be able to 
argue that the unauthorized access “occurred” wherever the plaintiff’s 
infrastructure is located. This prevents situations where content owning 
plaintiffs are found not to have, under law of the copyright’s origin, the 
ability to bring the particular infringement claim they are pursuing. A CFAA 
based claim lets the foreign copyrighted content owner eliminate the 
uncertainty of applying foreign law. Even more interestingly, since cloud 
content can be simultaneously stored in multiple locations at once, plaintiffs 
may be able find an unauthorized accessing in a jurisdiction that allows for 
both a federal CFAA claim and a state CFAA claim. Regardless, the CFAA 
gives foreign content owners more flexibility and predictability than 
Copyright when it comes to certain choice of law scenarios. 

The inverse is also true – the CFAA can provide a basis to get into 
American courts where Copyright would afford a plaintiff no access. This is 
because infringing actions taking place outside of the United States are not 
subject to American copyright actions.166 More importantly for the global 
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media marketplace, Copyright does not provide relief for foreign copyright 
dealings.167 The CFAA, on the other hand, can allow the content owner to 
keep her content in one location and get worldwide cloud distribution 
without having to navigate different intellectual property regimes. 

Another tactical area in which the CFAA can offer the content owner 
more utility than Copyright is permanent injunctions. Meeting the eBay 
factors for a permanent injunction168 can, in some instances, be difficult for a 
copyright plaintiff to do.169 In a CFAA context, the content owner seeking a 
permanent injunction against unauthorized persons may be able to meet this 
standard more easily. For example, if the content is stored solely in the 
content owner’s cloud, and a defendant, in violation of his terms of use of 
that content and cloud, acquires a copy of the content and distributes 
elsewhere on the Internet, then the content owner should be able to get a 
permanent injunction based on the eBay factors. She clearly has suffered an 
irreparable injury, namely, her chosen exclusive distribution channel is no 
longer exclusive (and given the nature of the Internet, probably will not be 
again for the stolen content). Monetary damages cannot compensate the loss 
of exclusivity. She has likely suffered far more hardship than a permanent 
injunction would impose on the defendant. And imposing a permanent 
injunction in such a case would be unlikely to violate any public policy. As 
Salinger demonstrates, such an analysis can be more difficult to achieve in a 
traditional copyright setting. 

Not only will the CFAA reshape how cloud-content owning plaintiffs 
bring and argue their cases against those who compromise the market for 
their content, but it could also change who those plaintiffs are. There will still 
be traditional copyright plaintiffs in the cloud/CFAA based regime, since 
copyright can exist in digital form.170 Now, the network owners many be able 
to bring their own civil CFAA claim. Further, there could be criminal CFAA 
actions brought by state and/or federal prosecutors. Moreover, in some 
circumstances, claims of the copyright owner may sufficiently form the 
CFAA based claims to support a separate action for claim and issue 
preclusion purposes. From the perspective of content owners, the increase in 
additional potential plaintiffs means that content owners can potentially out-
source their litigation efforts to others. Coupled with outsourcing the 
distribution of content to cloud operators, content owners will enjoy broader 
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protection than is currently offered by Copyright, with less sunk costs 
associated with purely enforcement activities. 

A CFAA/cloud based regime has the potential to reshape the media 
market landscape in some important ways. Some changes will be the result of 
the fact that the cost of maintaining a cloud, whether as content owner or as 
technology producer, will be significant if the cloud is to be capable of 
supporting any kind of meaningful traffic. High barriers to entry will likely 
result in a stable competitive oligarchy of technology producers, along with 
the largest of content owners who are capable of managing their own cloud. 
The result of such concentrated infrastructure will be robust rights 
management of the content located inside of the infrastructure.171 

An oligarchy of cloud providers who are capable of meeting the large 
scale demand will in turn be most interested in maintaining relationships with 
the largest content providers. While some cloud providers may offer their 
services to any content owner, they may be sure to do so in a way that is 
acceptable to the large scale content owners. This is because cloud providers, 
especially those who also act as distribution channels for cloud based content 
(e.g. Google and Apple), will want to maintain the largest library of 
“bankable” content. Since there will likely be only a few of these vertically 
integrated technology providers, losing a major content provider could be 
fatal in such a marketplace. 

What may emerge is a unified “main-stream” content and technology 
complex. The formation of competitive oligarchies is nothing new in 
business. What will be different will be the degree to which technology and 
content providers are both likely to be deeply invested in maintaining the 
arrangement. Technology providers will be primarily concerned with keeping 
the largest “bankable” content owners invested in their vertically integrated 
cloud delivery platform, and as such, will be mindful of including new 
content providers who may be disruptive to their larger established ones. On 
the other side of the coin, content owners inside this oligarchy will be able 
acquire content outside of the system at competitive rates, and merely 
distribute it within the cloud system. The content owners outside of this 
system will have to fight harder than ever to attract an audience, since the 
“main-stream” system will be ubiquitous. While nothing in Copyright 
doctrine (except perhaps term expiration) explicitly rejects such a market 
dynamic, it does seem antithetical to the Copyright’s Constitutional 
preamble. 

Other practices enabled by the CFAA/cloud regime conflict more 
directly with established Copyright doctrine. One such conflict arises out of 
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cloud providers being able to use the CFAA to bring what is essentially a 
Copyright claim. Traditional Copyright doctrine allows only a beneficial 
owner of a §106 right to bring a copyright claim.172 The CFAA, on the other 
hand, is content neutral. Thus, “trolls” will not look like those in Righthaven, 
but rather cloud operators looking for those who have misused their network. 
Content owners and cloud operators both will find such an arrangement 
appealing. Content owners will gladly outsource enforcement to their cloud 
providers. Cloud providers may offer such enforcement as part of the deal to 
attract content owners to their platform because they will be in a better 
technological position to monitor CFAA violations. Copyright would never 
support such a practice. 

Finally, perhaps the biggest departure from Copyright will be the fact 
that many cloud providers often reserve the ability to unilaterally change any 
or all terms with users.173 This has no parallel in copyright law, where 
doctrines like First Sale kept content owners out of content consumers’ 
affairs and prevented a subsequent re-negotiation. Cloud operators who can 
unilaterally rewrite the substantive and procedural terms will be able to yield 
power even the Stationer’s Guild could not have imagined. One can imagine 
a cloud network operator putting uniquely tailored access terms in front of 
consumers, based on real-time data like the location or type of device that the 
consumer was accessing the cloud from. While the validity of click-wrap 
contracts is beyond the scope of this paper, they do not appear to be per se 
invalid. Moreover, the agreement may not even have to be a valid contract 
for CFAA purposes, but rather just define the extent of the user’s 
authorization to be on the cloud. And the nature of the cloud, where the user 
is at the mercy of the centralized operator, makes centralized and 
comprehensive enforcement possible.174 

As this section has outlined, a content protection regime centered 
around the CFAA enforced cloud will look very different from Copyright. 
Given the economic and legal incentives, along with growing market 
appetite, content owners and technology producers are almost being flung 
into each other’s arms by circumstance. Once technology and content parties 
get a taste of the control that the CFAA enforced cloud provides, it will be 
hard to go back. Some commentators have argued that information networks 
should have been left to their own devices to develop their own norms of 
use.175 But the CFAA’s “weaponization” of network and content terms of 
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use176 is simply too potent a tool for content owners and cloud operators to 
relinquish. As such, as the cloud/CFAA era emerges, one can expect both 
groups to lobby fervently for its preservation and even expansion. 

 
D. Arguments for Reforming the CFAA from a Copyright Perspective 

 
There are many critics of the CFAA as it currently exists. To be sure, 

the CFAA of today plays a far different role in society and the legal system 
than the one Congress originally passed in 1984. Some members of the 
Academy are almost sure to object anytime a law casts such a wide net in 
many different areas. Yet some of the criticism raises unique concerns about 
the nature of the CFAA in an intellectual property context and merits 
examination. 

Much of the criticism of the CFAA from the intellectual property 
academic community stems from its hybrid liability and property nature.177 
The core of this branch of criticism is that liability and ownership concepts 
rooted in personal property should not be used for regulating the access and 
use of information, which has traditionally been handled in its own purpose 
built legal framework of intellectual property law.178 The weight of 
intellectual property scholarship takes a critical view of the general cyber-
property approach.179 There is some merit to this criticism, since network 
regulation can allow for absolute control over of content, whereas Copyright 
does not.180 Moreover, Copyright’s limitations on the amount of control that 
can be exercised by the owner are an essential part to fulfilling the purpose of 
copyright. However, since the CFAA amounts to a synthetic copyright claim, 
CFAA plaintiffs do not have to address these arguments. Instead, the CFAA 
lets content owners enjoy the best parts of Copyright in an unadulterated 
form, without the limitations built into Copyright. If content owners are 
allowed to exercise real property-like control over their content, then one 
could argue that the purpose of Copyright may be better fulfilled by having 
no Copyright at all. 

Another possible criticism is that the CFAA/cloud dynamic introduces 
many negative attributes of contract into the realm of content protection, 
where it traditionally has not existed. The First Sale doctrine was developed 
to limit the scope of bargaining between content owners and consumers. In a 
cloud setting, there are no meaningful limitations to negotiation regarding 
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use of the content. Moreover, breach of the terms regulating access results in 
more liability than that from a normal breach of a brick-and-motor 
commercial contract. This is because the agreements regarding network 
access are “weaponized” in that they provide the basis for criminal and strict 
liability tort claims under laws like the CFAA.181 Such “weaponization” of 
contractual terms is repugnant to the core doctrinal roots of contracts which 
seek efficient private ordering and eschews “punishing” a breaching party.182 
Moreover, the nature of the cloud lends itself to adhesive contracts, including 
the reservation of unilateral term modification on the part of the cloud 
provider. 

Finally, it can be argued that the CFAA can be used to seal off much of 
the latent public rights, such as fair use, that exist in any copyrighted work. 
Setting aside any arguments for reforming or clarifying those rights,183 it 
seems clear that digital platforms allow content owners to “fence off” rights 
and uses that belong to the public. This is an issue that goes beyond the 
CFAA. Some have argued that this issue is inherit in the market dynamic 
between digital content owners and the public, and they propose some kind 
of third party intermediary to ensure public access to public rights.184 

In summary, there are many well-reasoned copyright based critiques of 
the CFAA. Of course, one of the most fundamental questions beneath all of 
this asks what is the proper way to protect copyright interests in a society that 
seems to have little respect for those rights?185 One can certainly expect 
academic attention to increase as the cloud grows more important in the 
media landscape. 

 
E. Arguments from a Copyright Perspective for Leaving the CFAA As-

Is or Enhancing 
 

There are nonetheless some cogent copyright arguments to be made for 
the CFAA. The first is that the CFAA is needed in the context of cloud media 
because of the rampant nature of piracy. Many segments of American society 
simply do not respect copyright, at least as far as personal-use infringement 
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is concerned.186 The CFAA, it can be argued, simply gives the cloud-based 
content owner a more effective set of tools than does Copyright to manage 
this a problem. Even more fundamentally, content owners would not be so 
inclined to push content into exclusively cloud platforms if infringement was 
not such a rampant problem. Additionally, one can argue that the CFAA is 
necessary to protect media that is exclusively in the cloud because once that 
protection is breached, there is an unlimited potential for infringement based 
on that one illicitly obtained digital copy.187 Thus, one could say that there 
really is no such thing as a “minor” or “personal use” breach of a cloud 
network, since any breach has potential as an existential threat to the 
exclusivity of the content in the cloud. 

 
F. The Takeaway from This Analysis 

 
From the outset, it should be acknowledged that some believe that “[i]t 

is impossible to avoid the use of property metaphors in cyberspace…” and 
that “[r]eal property metaphors should be avoided altogether.”188 The CFAA 
is one of the clearest expressions of the property interest of network owners 
in their networks. The most fundamental component of that property interest 
is the power to exclude and to authorize only the desired amount of access to 
outsiders. Given the increased importance of such networks in modern 
society, some commentators fear that affording network owners such powers 
will stunt the growth of the Internet,189 and by extension, the free flow of 
information. 

The hope has been that the Internet will enhance the efficient flow of 
information without the economic and legal restraints that can exist offline.190 
Yet to critics, the CFAA appears to offer media consumers less rights and 
control of content online than Copyright would afford them outside of the 
cloud. More importantly from a copyright perspective, cloud based content 
fortified by the CFAA enables content owners to block access to aspects of 
the content which Copyright does not.191 
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On the other hand, there is little if any “public right of way” in 
cyberspace. Content owners who choose to place content solely on their 
private cloud and regulate access is no different from the owner of a one-of-
a-kind book only allowing people to view it in her home. Copyright cannot 
be used to justify trespass. However, such issues never arose because 
monetization of copyright also always involved some kind of physical 
dissemination of the work at some point. Thus, Copyright’s public protection 
elements are rooted in a presumption of physicality. That presumption is 
increasingly becoming less valid, as content owners and technology 
companies are both highly incentivized to place content exclusively in the 
cloud. Once a critical mass of content exists exclusively in the private cloud, 
traditional copyright doctrines will play a supporting role to the main 
regulatory actor, the CFAA. 

 
XI. CONCLUSION 

 
A CFAA regulated media market may give content owners the upper 

hand in a way that they have never had before. If it becomes the primary 
content protection regime, many dynamics from the Copyright Act regime 
will be curtailed, and the societal deal between owners and consumers will be 
reshaped. The question is, how much regulation of private computer 
networks is appropriate? In many ways, this question is not unlike the 
question of how extensive the ownership interest should be in the expression 
of ideas. This is because both statutes deal with the tradeoff between private 
ownership on the one hand, and the degree to which the public should be able 
to enjoy an “open” and unfenced range of ideas on the other. Only time will 
tell if content owners come to rely on CFAA protected cloud-based media as 
their sole distribution method. Doing so would allow them to capture more 
ownership rights than the Copyright Act ever afforded them. The current 
cloud/CFAA dynamic affords the savvy and diligent content owner 
protections and controls that no previous generation of content owners could 
even dream of finding in Copyright. 

 
 


